Average Daily Pedestrian Volume* by Location (Monday - Sunday)

- 1200 Block of Chestnut: 16,567
- 1200 Block of Market: 21,888
- 1200 Block of Walnut: 21,163
- 13th & Sansom: 19,224
- 1600 Block of Market: 7,457
- 16th & Chestnut: 7,528
- 1700 Block of JFK: 6,994
- 1700 Block of Walnut: 8,552
- 17th & Chestnut: 12,090
- 1800 Block of Market: 6,806
- 800 Block of Market: 3,278

Average Daily Pedestrian Volume* by Weekday/Weekend

- Weekday:
  - 1200 Block of Chestnut: 12,968
  - 1200 Block of Market: 21,163
  - 1200 Block of Walnut: 19,224
  - 13th & Sansom: 7,457
  - 1600 Block of Market: 7,528
  - 16th & Chestnut: 6,994
  - 1700 Block of JFK: 8,552
  - 1700 Block of Walnut: 6,806
  - 17th & Chestnut: 3,278
  - 1800 Block of Market: 3,306
  - 800 Block of Market: 6,919

- Weekend:
  - 1200 Block of Chestnut: 19,224
  - 1200 Block of Market: 7,457
  - 1200 Block of Walnut: 7,528
  - 13th & Sansom: 6,994
  - 1600 Block of Market: 8,552
  - 16th & Chestnut: 6,806
  - 1700 Block of JFK: 3,278
  - 1700 Block of Walnut: 3,306
  - 17th & Chestnut: 6,919

*Pedestrian Volume refers to pedestrians traveling in both directions on either side of the street at the indicated locations.
Average Hourly Pedestrian Volume* on Weekdays (Monday - Friday)

Average Hourly Pedestrian Volume* on Weekends (Saturday - Sunday)

*Pedestrian Volume refers to pedestrians traveling in both directions on either side of the street at the indicated locations.
CCD has digital pedestrian counters at 20 locations throughout the dense core of Center City, 12.4% of the area between Vine Street and Lombard Street, river to river. Typically, this area has accounted for about 40% of all pedestrian traffic in the broader area of Center City between Vine and Lombard streets, river to river. For this larger area, CCD uses anonymized cellphone data, provided by Placer.ai, that sorts daily visitors to this larger area into three categories: residents, workers, and visitors, which includes tourists and regional shoppers.
Center City Average Daily Pedestrians: Residents, Workers, and Other Visitor by Day of Week - Placer.ai

For more information on pedestrian counts contact Joanne Chen at jchen@centercityphila.org
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